INSIDE:
Light weights put heavy demands on labelers
Packaging sweetens premium candy image
Pack Expo
Show Stoppers:
Something to see!

FOOD PACKAGER OF THE YEAR
GENERAL MILLS IN COMMAND

(Standing, from left) Carol Carty, packaging R&D director; Michael Balland, packaging engineering director; (seated, from left) John Allgaier, packaging sourcing director; Mark Sullivan, brand design director
DuraTherm is a state-of-the-art shape molded expanded polystyrene shipping container that absorbs shocks, cushions and insulates products better than other packaging alternatives such as corrugated cardboard or molded pulp, according to the company.

Allpax’s optimized research and development retort machine can be ordered and configured to generate any and all sterilization processes available in production machines, including spray, steam-air, saturated steam and water immersion. Rotational and static processes are also configurable, and the machine can be ordered in sizes between 24- and 72-inch diameters in one- or two-basket lengths.

The Repak RE20 horizontal form-fill-sealer has two four-point lifting stations, which can generate up to 5 metric tons of closing pressure. Its rapid air forming system allows the use of thinner films while maintaining thickness in package corners, which results in up to 20% cost savings in materials. Features include a touchscreen and stainless steel design.

The Totani Box Pouch

Ecology meets Economy

- Reduces package materials required
- “Cubes Out” to better utilize store shelf display
- True flat bottom for better shelf stability
- 5 Panels for registered graphics
- Reclosable: Top mounted slider, zipper, or spout

Contact us for Suppliers of Totani’s Box Pouch.
See us at Pack Expo
Booth E-7130